Events

Echo of Success

Echo is a movement to bridge the gap of inequitable education between the public and private sector schools in India. It is a platform, which raises awareness of the inequities in our education system and puts into action, a sustainable solution all members of the community can support.

Echo is a joint movement by the Rotary Club of Bombay (RCB) and Rotaract Clubs, led on the Rotaract side by the Rotaract Club of HR College (RCHR).

The aim of ECHO is to provide equal opportunity to all children so that they can initiate the needed change in our society. Spread over five days, culminating with a grand finale on 8th of April, at the K.C. College Auditorium Project Echo aims at offering kids in India access to quality holistic development.

Since its inception, Echo has impacted the lives of hundreds of municipal school kids. The first year they started with only 50 kids and today they have steadily grown to over 190 participants.
The days start with a prayer and then shifts to activities which teach critical and lateral thinking as well as how to think “out of the box”. Following the lunch would be activities again, and the kids would go home along with their mentors and an evening snack.

Annamrita provided wholesome, nutritious and hygienic meals to the Echo 2018 participants. Echo 2018 is an intensive week long programme which involves the participation of 70 Rotaractors as mentors, and close to 200 municipal school students as participants. All the children were really delighted when they were provided healthy food for lunch on each day of the Echo programme from 4th to the 8th of April, 2018.

**Inter Branch Cricket Match**

Just before the academic year could begin, our employees decided to have their annual sports bash. As part of its Yearly Employee Engagement program, Annamrita held its Inter Branch Cricket Tournament at Palghar. Tardeo, Mira Road, Wada and Palghar branches participated in this fun match, which was held at Palghar, Kashi Pada grounds. Ten support staff from every branch participated with other employees cheering them on. Drivers, cleaners, helpers, store keepers and even various departments joined in. The final winners to take home the trophy were the home team - Palghar branch. Kudos to the team.

The match left everyone re-energized and ready for the new academic year.

**SEEtalks**

School of Entrepreneurial Exploration (SEE) is an NGO was established in 2016 with a mission of getting one million Indians to explore Entrepreneurship. SEE desires to be the Torchbearer of an ecosystem that encourages individuals to chase their entrepreneurial dreams for the betterment of society.

We have so many wonderful and unsung heroes amongst us with stories waiting to be told. This was the thought behind SEEtalks themed as ‘Itni Khushi’. SEEtalks was conceptualized in 2016, as a platform, to share compelling stories of these unsung heroes across genres, geographies and sectors. This year Seetalks completed their third edition which was held at IIT Bombay on 16th June, with distinguished speakers sharing their compelling stories. Some of the speakers included Anand Kumar of Super30 fame, Ashish Vidyarthi, Celebrity, Tejaswini Sawant Indian Shooter, Ritu & Anand Kumar, Mukhiya of Bihar, Kunal Bhatia Founder of Mango People, Saurabh Nimbkar, the Singing Samaritan and many more. Annamrita is very proud to announce that our Founder Shri RadhaKrishna Das was also one of the speakers at the event. Speaking about how Annamrita was conceptualized and the hurdles we face, Shri Radhakrishna Das enthralled the audience with what the power of a vision and mission can achieve even in the face of seemingly unsurmountable odds.
“We exist to motivate our next generation, to bring changes in society through retelling stories of those who fought odds to bring glory to themselves & the society they live in. The aim is to present stories that inspire action! These are stories that capture human imagination, determination & yearning to see the larger picture and continuously move towards one’s dream.” – Soumyaditya Mukherjee, Co-Founder SEETalks

We thank SEETalks for this wonderful opportunity and wish them the very best.

Lions Club Event

Past District Governor of Lions Club of Panchratna - Lion Pradip Parekh along with other members of the Club visited Annamrita kitchen at Tardeo in June this year. They spent time understanding the Annamrita cooking process and then proceeded to visit Chikitsak Samuha Shirokar school at Girgaon. They sponsored 5000 Midday Meals which they distributed to the children there. The event was followed by their Charter night celebration at Westend hotel that evening. At the event attended by several Lions Club members, they handed over their contribution to Shri Radha Krishna Das - Founder of Annamrita Foundation who was also the Chief Guest for the function.
Thank You Lions!!

Dasra Social Impact Leadership Program

As one of India’s leading philanthropy event, Dasra Social Impact Leadership Program (DSI LP) - Cohort IV, brought together India’s most influential philanthropists, corporates, NGOs and government officials gathered to exchange learnings, foster collaboration and celebrate impact.
Dasra launched the first cohort of DSI LP in 2014 with the objective to support India’s leading social organizations scale their operations and increase their impact through the program. Dasra works with leaders to strengthen their leadership style, provide insights and support them to take more strategic decisions.
Annamrita was very glad to be able to participate in the 2018 edition of the Leadership program. Ms Madhurya Shroff represented Annamrita at the Dasra Social Impact Leadership Program (DSI LP) - Cohort IV, which had 62 NGOs from India and Nepal participating. The program consisted of 4 modules spread over 11 months. It started in March 2017 and ended in July 2018. It was a residential program held at Taj and each module lasted for 4 days.
Thought provoking speakers like Elizabeth Coffey of Sparks Leadership, Safeena Husain, CEO of Educate Girls, Amit Chandra from Bain Capital Private Equity, Neera Nundy from Dasra and many more spoke to the participants on various topics covering HR, Business Development, Communication and Strategy. Participants from Magic Bus, Apnalaya, Akansha etc participated in Group discussions, presentations, case studies and peer learning sessions.
The program provided a broad corporatized framework and systems for NGOs to operate.
It was an incredible learning experience and Annamrita thanks Dasra for letting us be a part of it.
Ankita's Ketto Campaign

Ever so often we have volunteers and friends of Annamrita coming forward to raise funds for our cause.

In May we had Ankita Mathur who spent time volunteering with our organization. She wanted to do her bit for Annamrita and started a campaign on Ketto to raise funds for the cause. Her aim was to sponsor meals for 111 underprivileged municipality school children for an entire year but she instead raised funds to sponsor meals for around 184 underprivileged students in a matter of just a few weeks.

We thank Ankita for taking up the cause and helping so many children get nutritious Mid Day Meals.

You too can help sponsor meals for Annamrita, by starting a simple campaign on Ketto. Visit https://annamrita.ketto.org/ or call 022 23531530 for more information. Annamrita looks forward to having many Cause Champions for Annamrita.

Dr. Batra’s celebrates Founder’s Day

A profound proponent of the joy of giving, Dr. Mukesh Batra – Founder & Chairman of Dr Batra’sTM Group of Companies, set up the Positive Health Foundation in 2001. His passion in giving back to the society is more than apparent in his personal involvement and commitment in the activities carried out by the Dr Batra’sTM Positive Health Foundation. The Foundation has pledged to provide free homeopathic treatment to 50,000 patients this year through 161 free clinics across the country and has been making a profound difference to the lives of street children, orphans, physically and mentally challenged people, elderly and even extends its services to animals.

Taking his vision to reach out to the underprivileged forward, Dr Batra’sTM Positive Health Foundation collaborated with Annamrita in 2016. As part of the arrangement, Annamrita feeds as many children mid-day meals every month as many patients of Dr Batra’sTM celebrate their birthdays in that month.

On the occasion of Founder’s Day celebrated on 1st July every year, Dr Batra’sTM Positive Health Foundation makes additional donations to all the NGOs it is associated with to sponsor a wholesome lunch for the residents. This year in 2018, Dr Batra’s Foundation sponsored 3350 meals for needy children in Annamrita schools. Thank you Dr. Batra!!!

For the quarter April 2018 to June 2018, Rotary Clubs from District 3141, have sponsored 53462 children with Annamrita Mid Day Meals
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Join Us

Annamrita is looking out for talented and committed individuals to join us as volunteers or full time employees for various vacancies we have at the moment. We also require individuals with strong Sales skills to promote our cause and help us to raise funds. For more information about these profiles or Internships please contact Dilzad on dilzad@annamrita.org
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